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10 Common Frustrations in UX 
Webdesign
There are various analytics tools you can use to get a good idea of website 

visitors’ on-page behavior. Google Analytics, Hotjar or A/B testing tools give a 

good indication when and/or where people are interacting, converting or 

dropping out of your funnel.



The thing is: none of this data shows you why this happens, or what the 

emotional experience is of the users moving through this digital customer 

journey. Through neuro-usability research you can get insights into this. By 

combining UX research and (neuroscientific) technology such as EEG, 

eyetracking, (click/touch) trackers, session recordings and neurofeedback, 

emotional impact can be measured and analyzed. Especially exposing the 

exact moment frustrations occur can help track down and optimize 

bottlenecks. Interestingly, irritations leading to dropout behavior sometimes 

occur early in the funnel, something which your data probably won’t show. 
 

The past few years, Braingineers has carried out more than 4.000 neuro-

usability research experiments for a wide range of customers, websites and 

apps. During this research, we noticed the same couple of bottlenecks kept 

reocurring. Which is why we decided to gather the most commonly occurring 

ones and share it with our audience. These industry insights are based on 

(recent) neuromarketing research and aren’t a simple summary, but also show 

the underlying psychological reasons for these issues. Hopefully, this will make 

it easier to understand why bottlenecks arise so you won’t make the same 

mistakes in your UX design.
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1. Pushy CTA’s and suggestions
Sure, persistance pays off. But there are also some other psychological factors 

to consider. Sometimes, being pushy has the opposite effect and leads to a lot 

of resistance. Psychological reactance occurs when you are being influenced 

(too) strongly and experience a sense of lacking freedom of choice. As this 

feeling of being forced into something grows, people respond with more 

extreme forms of resistance and behavior opposite to what’s intended. This is 

why overly pushy pop-ups and call to actions are often ineffective; they lead to 

frustrated users. You can avoid this by offering more than one option and 

emphasizing that it’s up to users to make a choice. 

Example of how you should be phrasing your CTAs
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2. Pop-ups at the wrong moment
Sometimes pop-ups already ask users for feedback or validation prior to them 

receiving any type of value from a website. An example would be asking to rate 

an app in the App Store, immediately after it was downloaded. (“Come on, I’ve 

only just opened the app, of course I’m not ready to review it...”). We can clarify 

this with the reciprocity principle: people should receive something of value 

first, before they can reciprocate by giving something in return.



Additionally, chatbot pop-ups also often lead to frustration, especially when 

these distract users from their current objective and prevent them from 

reaching their intended goal. 

Pop-ups can have an extremely negative effect on UX
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3. Poor navigation structure 
Nothing’s worse than browsing a website and losing track of where you are, or 

not being able to find your way back to the initial landing page. Users hate it. 

Which means you need to make sure users are always clear about where they 

are and how they can return to previously visited pages. Use breadcrumb 

structures to facilitated navigation to previous pages, so people don’t need to 

use their browser’s back button. We’d also advise you to use comprehensible 

page titles and CTAs and support these with proper iconography where 

possible. This makes it crystal clear for users know where they’re navigating to.

Users hate confusing navigation structures
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4. Confusing loading pages 
Sometimes certain pages or elements on a landing page have unexpectedly 

long loading times. This isn’t necessarily an issue. But it’s proven time and time 

again that when users don’t understand what it is exactly that’s loading, or 

why it’s taking so long, they get frustrated. The solution is simple: show the 

user what is going on. You could try adding an animated icon: a circle slowly 

being filled in, little stick figures at work; go crazy and make it as relatable as 

possible. This way, you turn a frustrating wait into a moment charged with 

positive emotions. You can also put users at ease by being explicit about what’s 

happening: “Searching for stores near you,” “Analyzing data,” “Checking bank 

details.” This gives people the feeling someone’s busy doing all the work, 

making the results more trustworthy.

Loading pages can cause frustration. Good microcopy can ameliorate this.
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5. Unclear search filters
Search filters are essential to online stores. The goal, obviously, is to make 

searches for products more specifc and user-friendly. However, when search 

filters are unclear and people need to spend time wading through the 

different filter options to make sense of, this will lead to frustration. Try to 

minimize the amount of search filter options in  dropdowns, add a search 

feature to make the filters more easily findable, and add a visible to button for 

(de)selecting all. Make sure the title of each filter category is recognizable and 

easy to understand, so it’s clear to users what falls under that specific category. 

Avoid terms that are too technical and when those are unavoidable we 

suggest using tooltips (with a ? icon) to add inofrmation and context. These 

are common for technical specifications which can be extremely relevant but 

difficult to understand for the average user.

What is H&M trying to say with ‘Into The Waves’ jeans?
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6. Endless scroll on product 
overview pages
Some websites choose to make endless scrolling on product overview pages 

possible. Without pagination or a similar indication, users have no idea where 

in this sea of information they are, or how much is still to follow. Besides, users 

need to scroll all the way back to the top if they want to go back to a product 

they saw before. Separating pages and adding pagination makes sure you’re 

doing a better job at managing users’ expectations.

Proper pagination on your product overview page works better than infinite scroll
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7. Confirmation when adding items 
to shopping carts
When adding items to a shopping cart, sometimes it’s not clear to users that 

the action has succesfully been carried out. This can result in multiple clicks, 

meaning a lot of frustration (especially once you find out you added the same 

item to your cart three times). It’s best practice to turn adding to cart into 

something visual, for example by automatically unfolding the cart and 

showing the item that has just been added. This could potentially be 

reinforced with animations or sound effects. Regarding the shopping cart 

itself: it’s important to emphasize showing what the customer will receive (the 

product) instead of what they are parting with (costs).

Try making it more clear a product has been added to cart with animations or sound effects
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8. Online forms: progressive 
disclosure 
Sadly, checkouts are often still one of the most annoying experinces on a 

website. Eliminating bottlenecks in this phase of the customer journey is 

definitely worth it. Because not all checkouts follow the same process and it’s 

not always equally clear how many subsequent steps it takes to finalize your 

purchase, adding a progress bar helps with managing users’ expectations. This 

offers lots of transparency: this is the information we still need from you, this is 

how in the process you are, etc. This also prevents users dropping off out of 

frustration, simply because they aren’t sure how long checkout still takes. 

Besides that, adding a progress bar also triggers users’ need for completion.

Using a progress bar helps offer transparency during checkout
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9. Feedback during filling out 
online forms

Inline validation in online forms prevents a lot of frustration

By adding green checks or marking form fields green - also called inline 

validation - users get direct confirmation that they have filled out the field 

correctly. Anchoring a page on forms that were filled out incorrectly and 

marking these red also makes them more easy to find. This not only prevents a 

lot of frustration, but also ensures that fields essential to the invoicing and 

shipping process are filled out and processed correctly.
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10. Too much information: Fear of 
Missing Information
Lastly, it’s important to take into consideration the amount of information 

you’re serving users in different phases of the user flow. When there’s too 

much information available (for instance, with informative texts that contain a 

lot of ‘read more’ hyperlinks), users can develop a sense of insecurity: the idea 

that they are missing crucial pieces of information and aren’t being optimally 

informed so they can make the right decisions. You prevent this fear of missing 

information (FOMI) by structuring content properly for users first landing on a 

page. This helps users get the feeling there is sufficient (but not too much) 

information avalaible to make a properly informed decision. Keep it short, and 

avoid ‘hiding’ information in deep layers on your website.


Offering too much information causes a fear of not being informed optimally
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Biggest Frustrations in UX 
Webdesign
There are a bunch of other bottlenecks in UX design, but hopefully this report 

offers some insight into website users’  most common frustations - and 

reasons for drop off behavior. Mind you: every website and target audience is 

unique, so make sure you regularly perform (neuro) usability research, in 

addition to your quantitative data. 

Interested in a more comprehensive conversation about UX web design? 

Send an email to christiaan@briangineers.com and we’ll schedule a 

suitable moment. 
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